Reservoir simulations for complex multiphase flow and transport problems often suffer from nonlinear solver convergence issues. These manifest in the form of restrictively small time-step sizes even while using unconditionally stable fully implicit schemes. These problems are further compounded when a local mesh refinement is used to accurately represent reservoir parameters available such as permeability, porosity, etc., at multiple spatial scales. We discuss a domain decomposition approach that allows different time-step sizes and mesh refinements in different subdomains [15] of the reservoir that circumvents these issues without compromising computational efficiency and prediction accuracy. This approach extends the well-known methodology of local mesh refinement in space
entire reservoir domain poses serious non-linear solver convergence issues. Although using a smaller time step size for the entire domain reduces the convergence issues, it also results in substantial computational overheads. The proposed space-time domain decomposition approach, with smaller time-step sizes in a subdomain and large time-step sizes everywhere else, circumvents the non-linear convergence issue without adding computational costs. Additionally, a space-time monolithic solver renders a massively parallel, time concurrent framework for solving flow and transport problems in
Introduction
In this section we outline a framework for space-time adaptivity for a two-phase flow example followed by an abstraction that allows extensions to be general multiphase flow and reactive transport problems in porous media. The purpose of this section is to also present a strong motivation for the development of our proposed space-time adaptive mesh refinement approach.
Tracking Features
Let us consider a two-phase (oil-water) flow problem as shown in Figure 1 with injection and production wells located at the bottom left and top right corners of the reservoir domain. Here, we assume two spatial dimensions, indicated by x and y, in the horizontal plane and one temporal dimension in the vertical direction. Figure 1 (left) shows a hypothetical evolution of a saturation front (S * w = constant) in space and time. Although, the approach presented in this work has been generalized to three spatial dimensions, we restrict ourselves to just two for simplicity. Figure 1 (top right) shows the iso-saturation maps for the different times in Figure 1 (left). With this description, we now examine the quantity of interest or the saturation using a delta operator to identify change in space (∆ s ) and time (∆ t ). We are well aware that the magnitude of ∆ s S w is highest in the vicinity of the saturation front at a given time. Furthermore, from the iso-saturation map in Figure   1 (top right) we also note that the magnitude of (∆ t S w ) is highest along the red line. Let us now consider a simple task of dividing the reservoir into non-overlapping subdomain using these changes in saturation in space and time. A simple binary classification in terms of slow and fast changes of saturation allows us to identify three regions in Figure 1 (top right): (1) The red line along which the magnitudes of both ∆ t S w and ∆ s S w are high, (2) the blue lines along which the magnitude of ∆ t S w is small and ∆ s S w is large, and (3) the remaining reservoir domain where both ∆ t S w and ∆ s S w are small. Figure 1 (right, bottom) shows a further classification of the iso-saturation map into these three subdomain descriptions. We now consider the following questions:
1. How can we preserve solution accuracy with the saturation front evolving at multiple timescales in different parts of the reservoir domain?
2. What are the computational bottlenecks and where are they located in the space-time reservoir domain?
3. Can such a classification be used to balance the computational loads and improve efficiency? An accurate representation of the saturation front at a given time requires a local spatial mesh refinement with the refinement factor depending on the desired accuracy or availability of reservoir petrophysical properties (permeability, porosity etc.) at different spatial scales. For example, data from well logs and geological models is often available at a resolution of a few feet and in order to incorporate such fine scale information local, spatial mesh refinement is often necessary to preserve solution accuracy. However, to promote computational efficiency one can use adaptive upscaling approaches [1, 12, 14] wherein a local spatial mesh refinement is used only along the saturation front while using upscaled properties away from it without loss in solution accuracy. In doing so, we are tracking the saturation front as it evolves spatially achieving the desired accuracy. However, we have not sufficiently addressed the multiple time-scales issue in the first question. In a heterogeneous reservoir domain, the saturation front moves at different velocities in different reservoir subdomains due local permeability differences. Analogous to local spatial mesh refinement along the saturation front for accuracy it also makes sense if we could take smaller time-step sizes (local temporal mesh refinement) along the saturation front where the changes in time are large (large ∆ t S w ). This is shown as red dotted line on the iso-saturation map in Figure 1 (bottom right). Using the aforementioned classification of the reservoir domain based upon changes in saturation in space and time we now obtain three local mesh refinements (1) fine in space and time where both ∆ s S w and ∆ t S w are high (red dotted lines), (2) fine in space and coarse in time where ∆ s S w is high but ∆ t S w is low (blue dotted lines), and (3) coarse in space and time where both ∆ s S w and ∆ t S w are low (remaining reservoir domain). With this, we have roughly outlined a strategy towards addressing the solution accuracy as the problem evolves in space and time.
To answer the second question, let us first define a weak metric for computational cost to identify problem areas or bottlenecks. A large array of subsurface porous media problems are non-linear due to property descriptions such as relative permeability, density etc., to name a new, as non-linear functions of the primary variables (pressure, saturation, concentration etc.). Numerical reservoir simulations commonly use either a Newton's method or it's variants [6] to linearize the non-linear system of algebraic equations resulting from spatial (FDM, FEM, FVM; Finite Difference, Finite Element Methods, and Finite Volume Methods) and temporal discretization (backward Euler, forward
Euler or Crank-Nicolson) of the partial differential equations (PDE) in a given model formulation.
A linear solver is then used to solve this resulting system of now linear algebraic equations. For the sake of defining a weak metric for computational cost, let us assume that for a given system (after Newton linearization) the computational cost of solving the linear system (linear solver cost) remains the same for a fixed degrees of freedom (DOF). In other words, the linear solver computational cost is linearly related to the degrees of freedom. We can now characterize the computational load by the number of Newton (or other non-linear solver) iterations as the weak metric. For a linear system such as incompressible, single phase flow and tracer transport in the absence of velocity dependent dispersion, the computational load is already balanced in terms of this metric. A linear system always converges in one Newton iteration with any spatial and temporal mesh refinement. Here, a local spatial and temporal mesh refinement only contributes to the solution accuracy and does not create computational bottlenecks.
However, for a non-linear problem the solution accuracy and computational load are strongly tied to each other. For example, in a two-phase, compressible flow problem this non-linearity manifests itself at the saturation front where the changes in saturation are large and hence the resulting nonlinear, relative permeability changes are large. In terms of our weak computational metric (Newton iterations), this results in additional Newton iterations leading to increased computational costs.
However, it is interesting to note that away from the saturation front (spatially) where changes in saturation (temporally) are small, the computational load must also remain small. Furthermore, part of the saturation front that evolves slowly in time the previous time solution remains close to the next time solution (Figure 1 , bottom right, dotted blue part of the saturation iso-map) and therefore an analogous argument of low computational load applies here as well.
A spatio-temporal distribution of the non-linear normalized residuals for a two-phase flow problem prior to the non-linear system convergence to a desired tolerance identifies this region of high computational load. Figure 2 shows the saturation distributions at 100 and 400 days and the corresponding distributions of non-linear residuals for a two-phase, slightly compressible flow problem in a homogeneous porous medium. Here, high non-linear residuals are located at the saturation front and near the injection and production wells located at the diagonally opposite corners of the reservoir domain. We now make a conjecture that the number of Newton iterations (the weak metric) for a system to converge to a desired tolerance is dominated by a narrow region in space and time where the non-linearity is high. Please note that the weak computational metric defined above assumes a linear dependency of computational cost on the degrees of freedom. This assumption allows us to focus on the computational bottlenecks due to non-linearities alone and can be easily relaxed by using non-linear solver tolerance to specify linear solver tolerance using forcing function approaches ( [4] ) and specialized preconditioners ( [9, 8, 13, 7] ). To answer the third question, we will rely upon a recently developed space-time domain decomposition approach [15] as a vehicle that uses the above information to promote overall computational efficiency. This approach is locally mass conservative and allows for different mesh refinements and time-step sizes in different subdomains of the reservoir. A cheap explicit error estimator based upon non-linear residuals is then used to identify regions for local refinements in space and time in a small subdomain of the reservoir while keeping the mesh coarse in the remaining reservoir domain. A number of error estimators [16] and references therein) are available in the literature that distinguish between spatial, temporal, and solver (linear and non-linear) errors to guide dynamic mesh refinement strategies. This computational load balancing strategy results in substantial speedups (up to a factor of 40 compared to conventional approaches) in a prototype implementation of this framework on a serial machine. This framework and our space-time domain decomposition approach are inherently flexible and can be adapted to different parallel compute architectures (shared or distributed).
In this work, we restrict ourselves to this serial prototype for computational benchmarking and ease of describing the key elements of this framework. A parallel implementation with problem specific, explicit error estimator design is being actively pursued and will be presented in future works.
Tracking Non-linearities
So far, we discussed the adaptive space-time framework in the light of a two-phase flow problem.
However, this framework can be generalized and extended to handle general multiphase flow and reactive transport problems such as black oil and compositional flow for water, gas and chemical flooding processes. Here, we briefly describe an abstraction of the above framework in order to outline feasible paths to future extensions. Invoking the arguments of delta change in a quantity of interest (Q) and the binary classification we can decompose the space-time reservoir domain into four subdomains as shown in Table 1 . We can now apply the above framework to a wide range of problems by defining this quantity of interest. For the two-phase problem we only used the identifiers 1, 2, and 4 since they allow us to adequately balance the computational load during simulation runtimes.
Identifier 3 is useful for problems involving reactive chemistry (kinetic or equilibrium) and other local equilibrium calculations. For example, during gas flooding in a heterogeneous reservoir miscibility can vary spatially from first (or multi-contact) miscibility to immiscible states. Here, first contact and immiscible fronts are in the vicinity of a concentration front and hence can be identified by using a combination of delta change (∆ s,t ) in concentrations and explicit estimators (normalized residuals). However, multi-contact miscibility regions are often characterized by large concentration changes (∆ t ) in time with small concentrations changes in space (∆ s,t ) indicated by the identifier 3 depending on the nature of the local phase behavior calculations for a given hydrocarbon fluid composition. The same is true for surface (or heterogeneous) reactions wherein the changes in time might be large behind the concentration front due to high non-linear reaction rates. Table 1 provides a simple two-scale classification (coarse and fine) of the space-time domain towards distributing computational loads based upon domain knowledge of the problem at hand.
As for the quantify of interest (Q), the definition varies and is subjective to the problem at hand.
For example, for a reactive transport problem with multiple kinetic reactions and rate constants varying orders of magnitude, it makes sense to take smaller time-steps for fast reactions and larger time-steps for slower reactions without compromising accuracy. Therefore, the quantify of interest here is the reaction rate itself. A naive application of explicit estimators combined with delta change in concentration is not sufficient to adequately balance the computational load here. In fact, the explicit estimators (non-linear residuals at each Newton iteration) lump the errors due to flow, transport, and reactions into a single quantity making it difficult to resolve which amongst the three is dominant. Therefore, knowledge of physical processes (domain knowledge) is necessary to construct problem specific error estimators. This abstract framework now allows us to bring common-sense domain knowledge (understanding of physical processes) towards improving overall computational efficiency of numerical simulations. With this outline for the space-time adaptivity framework, we first describe the domain decomposition approach that allows us to take different spatial mesh refinements and time-step sizes in different subdomains of a large reservoir. Here we briefly discuss the variational (weak) formulation of a system of PDEs representing the model problem. This is followed by a description of a timeconcurrent, monolithic, space-time solver for the resulting system of non-linear algebraic equations resulting from the space-time discretization. In this section, we differentiate between time-marching nature of conventional solution schemes and the time-concurrent aspect of our proposed solution algorithm. We then present a set of numerical results that demonstrate speedups by factors of 25 to 40 times for our space-time adaptive framework over conventional solution schemes (serial computations for both) in solving a multiphase flow and transport problem. Finally, we present a summary of the presented work with conclusions and future outlook towards development of a parallel, space-time adaptive framework and associated development for error estimators.
Space-Time Enhanced Velocity Domain Decomposition
In this section, we briefly describe the space-time enhanced velocity domain decomposition approach applied to a slightly compressible, two-phase (oil-water) problem in porous media. For further details regarding the fully discrete variational formulation, solution spaces, and quadrature rules the reader is referred to [15] . Here our primary focus is on constructing a non-linear algebraic system by applying the aforementioned domain decomposition on the PDEs associated with the model formulation. To this effect, we first describe the two-phase flow model formulation, followed by a short description of the weak variational form, and evaluation of appropriate integrals to obtain a nonlinear algebraic system of equations. Please note that the choice of solution spaces and quadrature rules inherent to this domain decomposition scheme results in a discretization scheme that is very similar to the widely used finite difference method. Therefore, this scheme can be incorporated in any FDM based legacy reservoir simulator with minimal changes to the existing code framework.
Two-phase flow formulation
We present the well-known immiscible, two-phase, slightly compressible flow in porous medium model formulation with oil and water phase mass conservation and constitutive equations along with the boundary and initial conditions. The mass conservation equation for phase α is given by,
where φ and K have their usual meanings as described before, and ρ α , s α , u α and q α are density, saturation, velocity and source/sink term, respectively of phase α. The constitutive equation for the corresponding phase α is given by Darcy's law as,
Further, k rα , µ α and p α are the relative permeability, viscosity and pressure of phase α. Although not restrictive, for the sake of simplicity we assume no flow boundary conditions.
Here, p 
We assume capillary pressure and relative permeabilities to be continuous and monotonic functions of phase saturations,
The oil and water phase are assumed to slightly compressible with phase densities evaluated using,
Here, c f α is the compressibility and ρ α,ref is the density of phase α at the reference pressure p α,ref .
Fully discrete formulation (or non-linear algebraic system)
In this subsection, we briefly touch upon the weak variational and fully discrete forms to obtain a non-linear system of algebraic equations in one spatial and one temporal dimension. For complete details regarding the choice of spaces, quadrature rules, and the expanded mixed variational formulation leading to the space-time enhanced velocity domain decomposition approach the reader is referred to [15] . The expanded mixed variational form of Eqns. (1) thru (5) is: find u
with w ∈ W and v ∈ V . Please note that s o and p w are eliminated in the above formulation using the algebraic constraints Eqns. (5) and (6), respectively in favor of s w and p o . Further, λ α is defined as the mobility of phase α as,
An expanded mixed formulation [10, 11] , with additional auxiliary phase fluxesũ α , is used to avoid inverting zero phase relative permeabilities (k rα ). The solution can then be written as,
We will now construct an algebraic system of equations by testing the variational forms of the discrete constitutive and conservation equations with w n j and ϕ n j+ 1 2 , respectively. Here, we evaluate most of the integral terms in the variational problem on a matching grid, bifurcating to the non-matching grid only for the integrals where the non-matching, space-time interface enters the evaluation. Again for simplicity, let us assume that the coarse (δt c ) and fine (δt f ) time step sizes such that the ratio δt c /δt f = 3 indicating that the fine time subdomain is three times refined with respect to the coarse subdomain. on For the first terms in the constitutive Eqns. (11) and (12) we have,
(17)
Here, h j = x j+ 1 2
and α is either oil (o) or water (w) phase. The second terms in Eqns. (11) and (12) can be expanded as,
Let us now consider, for a given j 0 ∈ I, a non-matching grid with fine a domain at j 0 + 
Similarly, testing with ϕ n− we get,
and,
respectively. The third term in Eqn. (12) involving the capillary pressure can be evaluated similarly.
For the water conservation equation testing with w n j for first term in Eqn. (10) we get,
For the coarse domain (j 0 + 1 2 ) + , the above integral remains unchanged. However, for the fine
The second term in Eqn. (12) is,
For a fine domain element, with an edge at the the non-matching space time interface, we can write this term as,
w,j0+
Similarly, for a coarse domain element,
The third term in Eqn. (12) is easy to evaluate for both the coarse and fine domains as,
The integral terms in the total mass conservation Eqn. (9) can be expanded by simply following the above treatment for the water conservation equation. We therefore curtail its description here to avoid redundancy. The first and second terms in Eqn. (13) are approximated as, , and
, respectively. Here, is Q the appropriate quadrature rule and λ * ,n α,j+ 1 2 is the upwind mobility defined as, λ * ,n α,j+
This gives us a non-linear, algebraic system of equations in pressure (P o ), saturation (S w ), and Darcy (U α ) and auxiliary (Ũ α ) flux unknowns. We now have a system of non-linear algebraic equations that can be linearized using Newton's method (or its variants) to form a linear system of equations that can be solved to obtain the solution. Please note that he flux unknowns will be eliminated using multiple Schur complements of the linearized system of equations resulting in a reduced system in pressure (P o ) and saturation (S w ) unknowns only, later in the solution algorithm section.
Solution Algorithm
In this section, we present a space-time monolithic solver for the algebraic system obtained in the previous section. We introduce a definition for matching times as the location along the time dimension where the coarse and fine domain boundaries overlap such that ∆tc ∆t f = l ∈ I, where l is a non-zero integer, ∆t c the coarse time-step, and ∆t f the fine time-step. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the space-time domain decomposition used for the construction of the monolithic system with l = 3. Here, the orange and grey shaded regions represent the fine and coarse, domains respectively both in space and time matching with the description of identifier 1 as discussed in Table 1 before.
The schematic shown in Figure 3 and the choice of l = 3 is kept the same in the fully discrete formulation section above to easily describe the relationship between discretization and the resulting linear system sparsity. However, as we will see later in the results section a more general setting can also be treated with more general domain decomposition using a combination of delta change in space and time as well as explicit error estimators as discussed before. 
Now let us turn our attention to the conventional, time-marching solution algorithms for solving
PDEs that rely upon previous time-step solution in order to determine the next time-step solution.
Such an approach proves restrictive for our space-time adaptive mesh refinement framework with different time-step and grid block sizes in different subdomains of the reservoir. We therefore rely upon a time-concurrent, monolithic solution algorithm that constructs are larger system where fine and coarse domains (in time and irrespective of coarse and fine in space) are solved simultaneously over a prescribed coarse time domain. Let us denote this coarse time-step or more precisely the matching times with ∆T . For the sake of simplicity and to present a coherent argument in line with the fully discrete variational formulation described before, we choose this matching time-step to be the coarse time-step size ∆T = ∆t c . Again, this choice is not restrictive and a larger matching time-step size (∆T > ∆t c ) can be chosen without any loss in generality. This monolithic system is then constructed to solve the algebraic equations in the space-time unknowns over the coarse and fine domains for each matching time-step (∆T = ∆t c ) as follows, . . .
. . .
Here, T and S here represent the temporal and spatial submatrices in the linearized system with subscripts ps and sp indicating pressure-saturation coupling submatrices. Further, δx Let us now discuss the sparsity of the spatial and temporal matrices in this monolithic system that allows us to relate this scheme to the well known finite difference scheme. For the matching grid case, the spatial sub-matrix here has a known sparsity pattern of three, five, and seven nonzero diagonals for one, two, and three spatial dimensions, respectively similar to the well known finite difference scheme. For the non-matching grid case, the spatial sparsity pattern alters as for the original EVMFEM scheme in space [17] . The temporal sub-matrix is always diagonal for our choice of discretization in time. Since this discretization scheme is closely related to the backward Euler scheme [2] , the solution scheme presented here is fully-implicit in the space-time unknowns.
In fact, the components required to develop and use our proposed space-time adaptive framework are already available in all finite-difference discretization based numerical reservoir flow simulators.
We now integrate the space-time adaptive framework using a combination of explicit error estimates (normalized non-linear residuals) and delta change in quantity of interest Q to adaptively reassign identifiers (described in Table 1 ) during simulation runtime and decompose the space-time domain into subdomains with different spatial mesh refinements and time-step sizes to balance computational loads. Figure 4 shows a flowchart for this integrated space-time adaptive framework.
Here, n and k are the time-step and Newton iteration counters, respectively. We require that the max norm of the non-linear |R nl | residuals be less than a desired tolerance as the criteria for non-linear system convergence. We initially rely upon direct-solvers for the purpose of testing and benchmarking the solution algorithm. However, the monolithic space-time solver allows us to utilize parallel in time linear solvers and preconditioners presented in [5] with relative ease. This also renders us a massively parallel, time-concurrent, framework for solving general, sub-surface, non-linear flow and reactive transport problems and will be presented in a future work. 
Numerical results
In this section we present two numerical experiments for the two-phase flow problem using our prototype, serial implementation of this framework. The first numerical result shows two-phase flow problem with static, space-time mesh refinements in different subdomains. Here, a fine spatial grid with small time-steps are used in the vicinity of the injection well with a coarse spatial grid and large time-steps away from the injection well. The second numerical result uses the above framework for dynamic space-time mesh refinement where spatial and temporal mesh changes as the saturation front evolves. A normalized non-linear residual is used to assign subdomain identifiers as discussed before in Table 1 .
For the two-phase flow model, the fluid and reservoir properties are adapted from the SPE10
[3] dataset with an assumed homogeneous, spatial distribution for porosity of 0.2. The oil and water phase compressibilities are taken to be 1×10 −4 and 3×10 −6 psi −1 , respectively, and densities 53lb/f t 3 and 64lb/f t 3 , respectively. Further, the fluid viscosities are assumed to be 3 and 1 cP for the oil and water phases, respectively. Additionally, a Brook's Corey model, Eqn. (31), is considered for the two-phase relative permeabilities with endpoints S or = S wirr = 0.2 and k 0 ro = k 0 rw = 1.0, and model exponents n o = n w = 2. Figure 5 shows the relative permeability and capillary pressure curves as a function of saturation.
Further, the capillary pressure function is also defined using the Brooks-Corey model (Eqn. (32) ).
The model parameters P en,cow and l cow are chosen to be 0.2 and 10 psi, respectively. 
Two Phase Flow Problem with Static Domain Decomposition
The computational domain is 110ft × 30ft × 1ft × 40days with the fine and coarse subdomains discretized using grid elements of size 0.5ft × 0.5ft × 1ft × 1day and 5ft × 5ft × 1ft × 5days, respectively. The fine subdomain is refined by a factor of 10 and 5 times with respect to the coarse subdomain in space and time, respectively. The permeability values in the coarse subdomain are obtained by applying a local, two-scale homogenization approach given the fine scale properties from layer 20 of the 10 th SPE comparative project dataset. The log (natural log) scale, permeability distribution in the horizontal (y) and vertical (x) directions are shown in Figure 6 . The reader is referred to the adaptive homogenization approach in [12, 14] for further details on computing coarse scale effective properties. The injection and production wells are located at the bottom left and top right corners of the domain using rate specified injection and pressure specified production wells, respectively. The injection well is water-rate specified at 1 STB/day whereas the production well is pressure specified at 1000 psi. Further, the initial reservoir pressure and saturation are taken to be 1000 psi and 0.2, respectively. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the saturation front with time over the entire domain.
The simulation was ran for a total of 40 days however we show the saturation distribution starting from 26 days up until 31 to demonstrate faster changes occurring in the fine domain compared to the coarse subdomain. The saturation distribution changes in the coarse subdomain at every coarse time-step increment (5 days) as opposed to fine subdomain where it changes at every fine time-step increment (1 day). 
Two Phase Flow Problem with Dynamic Domain Decomposition
This numerical experiment demonstrates dynamic space-time mesh refinement using the framework described in the introduction section. The reservoir domain is decomposed into subdomains with identifiers listed in Table 1 based upon a combination of delta change in the quantity of interest (saturation) in space and time, and normalized non-linear residuals. The computational domain is kept the same as before (110ft × 30ft × 1ft × 100days) with the subdomains corresponding to identifier 1, 2, and 4 discretized using grid elements of size 0.5ft × 0.5ft × 0.5ft × 1day, 0.5ft × 0.5ft × 0.5ft × 5day, and 2.5ft × 2.5ft × 1ft × 4day respectively. The fine spatial and temporal mesh uses a refinement factor of 5 and 4, respectively compared coarse mesh. Please note that the refinement factors in space and time can be different and can be altered during simulation runtime based upon our explicit estimators for better computational efficiency. However, for the sake of simplicity we
use a constant refinement factor with an intention to have only two spatial and temporal scales so as to utilize the simple binary classification in Table 1 . Further generalization of this approach that allows for refinement factor to be adaptively changed based upon dynamic computational loads will be presented in a future work.
All the model parameters are kept the same as before with the exception of permeability distribution that is taken from layer 37 (instead of layer 20) of the 10 th SPE comparative project dataset. Further, the SPE10 permeability distribution is assumed to be at a fine spatial scale (0.5ft × 0.5ft × 0.5ft) and coarse spatial scale (2.5ft × 2.5ft × 1ft) properties are obtained using a local, two-scale, numerical homogenization approach described in [12, 14] . Figure 8 shows the fine scale permeability distributions from the SPE10 layer 37 with coarse scale distributions from the aforementioned numerical homogenization approach. As in the previous numerical experiment injection and production wells are considered at the bottom left and top right corners of the domain using rate specified injection and pressure specified production wells, respectively. The injection well is water-rate specified at 1 STB/day whereas the production well is pressure specified at 1000 psi.
Further, the initial reservoir pressure and saturation are taken to be 1000 psi and 0.2, respectively. Table 1 ) using explicit estimators and delta change in the quantity of interest i.e., saturation. Please note that 1, 2, and 4 are listed here in the decreasing order of computational cost i.e., the higher the identifier the lower the computational resource required. This map is used to define spatio-temporal mesh refinement for the next coarse step ∆T = ∆t c , as discussed in the solution algorithm section. The simulation was ran for a total of 100 days with dynamic spatio-temporal mesh refinements by decomposing the space-time domain into subdomains identified by classifier described in Table 1 . The saturation distribution changes in the coarse subdomain at every coarse time-step increment (5 days) as opposed to fine subdomain where it changes at every fine time-step increment (1 day). Next, we present a similar numerical experiment with a Gaussian-like permeability distribution.
We intentionally use different layers with two spatial dimensions to draw out the computational performance attributes corresponding to Gaussian and channelized permeability distributions. We observed a computational speedup of approximately 25 and 40 times with our dynamic mesh refinement in space and time approach when compared to fine scale simulations for layer 20 (Gaussian permeability distribution) and 37 (channelized permeability distribution) cases, respectively. We attribute this difference in speedup to the variation velocities at the saturation front (S * w ) for these two cases. Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that the saturation front can be characterized by an average velocity. Then along this saturation front, the velocities at different spatial and temporal locations vary about this average. For the Gaussian permeability distribution, this variation is not too large and therefore the front is mostly classified as identifier 1 (fine in space and time) which is computationally intensive. On the other hand, for the channelized permeability distribution this variation is large due to high contrast in permeability values and therefore a narrower region is classified as identifier 1 and therefore computationally less intensive. Further for the channelized case, the saturation front sweeps a smaller area and therefore a large part of the domain is classified as identifier 4 (coarse in space and time) and consequently a lower computational cost compared to Gaussian distribution. The identifier maps in Figures 9 and 11 shows a visual representation of this argument at 20 and 60 days.
Conclusions
An adaptive space-time, domain decomposition approach is presented for balancing computational loads associated with solving multiphase, flow and transport problems in porous medium.
We also described an efficient space-time monolithic solver for this approach that does not require subdomain iterations. A standalone, serial prototype was developed for testing and preliminary computational benchmarking purposes. The explicit error estimators (normalized non-linear residuals) were used to indicate problem areas that pose convergence issues for the non-linear solver.
Our adaptive approach then relies upon a combination of explicit error estimators and delta change in the quantity of interest in space and time to divide the reservoir into subdomains with different spatial and temporal mesh refinements. This allows us to circumvent non-linear solver convergence issues towards promoting computational efficiency without requiring time step size reduction for the entire domain in the event of a convergence failure. A rigorous derivation of problem specific explicit and a-posteriori error estimators equipped with appropriate norms is reserved for a future work. We observed a computational speedup of 25 to 40 times when our framework was applied to a slightly compressible, two-phase flow problem in a heterogeneous porous media compared to conventional fine-scale simulations. The time-concurrent, solution algorithm reduces the serial nature of the conventional, time-marching solution algorithms. This renders a massively parallel framework where parallel in time, linear solvers and preconditioners can be used without compromising computational efficiency in the near future. 
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